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FriiaJ'. . .,. 11, 1118

NEW MEXICO LOBO

PapS

-liMITED ENGAGEMENT-

WANT ADS
PERSONALS
SPEND SUMMER FREE at a pilar ranch·
ero. Unimproved but picture$1Ue adobe
hoUBe, artistic setting. with trout lake.
No pay and no work-turn water on and
off, Write Box 5011, Santa Fe, New .MexHELP WANTED

EDUCATION IS CHANGING World'~
largest education firm bas d;veloped a
program learning system and is now bir·
1n1r college students (or fuU time summer
employment to present this system to
various individuals in New Mexico and
West Texas. Interested Students please
caD between 11 and 1 at 268-0620. 5·22.

USED BOOKS, furniture, junk. We )Ja;f',
~D A trade. Open a!remoons and evenings. Attie Shop, .Menaul & Broadway NE
Call 842-9030.

'g', 7'i)Cf

1960 OLDSIIOBILE, ~ door. Sharp apo
pcarance and condition, $t7li.OO. l'lloae
344-2493.
5/1r.

Un~QW

Our Sevenfy-firsf Year of Editorial freedom

v'71 no,l61

LOST AND FOUND

FOR RENT
FURNISHED THREE ROOK garage apt.
Comer .Menaul and Broadway N.E. $65
per month. Possible part work-part
rent arrangemonts. Utilities paid. CaD
842-9030 after 2 :00.

EXICO

f'\ctdo

eipftUe Jiabter. x...t
April~ in SUB Cafeteria. Ver7 .....,te,
~: With Compliments of P.

SILVER ROBSON

.::c.o fll-1 3
Vol. 71

PuraDabbaDbu. Has sentimental - - .
$15 Heward. c.n !U-41!81.
5/D

Monday, May 13,1968

SERVICES

3 DAYS ONLY- 6 PERFORMANCES
MAY 14 - I 5 - 16
MATINEE; 2:v0 $1.50
EVENING 8:30 $1.75
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT BOX OFFICE', LOBO, CINEMA EAST THEATRES,
CENTRAL TICKET AGENCY 243·1703 OR RHODES CORONADO
4804 CE'NTRAL
'
PHONE 26S-4575

HI LAND

HIGH:POWERED TUTORING in Eeonomtes and Spanish by university pro.
lessor. Phone 842-8500, Ext. 8134. 5/13
SWI.MMING PARTIEB--i>r iWit plain
Parties. Facilities include swimmlq
dap.cipg. Bar..B-Q, volley ball etc. 7~
m1dmght, 1~ to 500 persons. Life
Guards proVIded. Thunderbird Swim·
Gym. 247-9677.
IRONING, bachelor bundles, mendin~
dressmaking and alterations. Re.nsonnbi.e:
2304 Blake SW. Phone 877-5282.
TYPING. Well edit gr.unmar, spelling and
Ppne:tuation. Background includes a~l vc.r..
tisinsr, art, finance, lr:zaJ, n.nd. aciences
CaD 242-0649.
5/15
'
FCR SALE
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNM. Com·
~1et.ely reconditioned.. Move in and enJO! a full s:1;1mme!" of swimming and next
muter you ll enJOY the warmth of the
fireplaoe and the charm of the large
rooms. Price only $13,900. Call Ed Norris
265·8?71 and evenings 250.6852. C-alrd·
NorriS Realty.
FOR SALE

j

"A ROYALLY PWSH PRODUCTIONI
BEAUTIFUlLY COMPilED FOOTAGE•••
IN LOVRY COlORf lOADED WITH
NOSTALGIA••• MUCH THAT IS

',::r

Total Voter Turnout -·
Termed Light By Olmi

:r.SCINATINGf"_,_._n....

"Wf!.l WORTH SEEING!"
" ENTERTAINING.
THE fiLM BECOMES A STORY
TO VIE WITH ROMANTIC

FJCTIONJ" - - - -

By ROB BURTON
Lobo Editor
UNM stude~ts approved a 1968-69 budget of $234,208.55
for t~e Asso~mted Students Friday in a turnout officially
described as hght.
Figures released by elections coordinator Tony Olmi
showed 404 approving the proposed expenditures and 231
voting "no." Sub-totals. at each of the four polling places
-Hoko.na H~ll, .Mesa VIsta Dorm, Engineering Complex and
the l!mon-mdiCated no strong opposition to the measure,
de~pite nearly two weeks of anti-budget campaigning by dissatisfied students led by the Young Americans for Freedom
(YAF).
·

AUTO

INSURANCE too bighT CaD
r2~er'a 5,;.ay. 12 months to pay. 299·

1962 CHEVROLET Impala S.S. 425 H.P.,
4 Speed, .TWit Rebuilt EnJrine Good
Looldng, 299·6001.
5/18
'
1963 PORSHE. Very clean :Ma
extras
3633 Noon N.E. 298-7163. '
5/fs
'
'64 CORVETTE Sting Ray 827 cu. in
8~ 0 bp, A.M-FM, 2 tops. Excellent con~
d1tlon, one owner. 277-2933.
GETTING )IIARRIED 7 Buy our one bed·
room trader ( 43x8) with eustom built
study and your rent will only be $25/
month. See after 5 at 120 Indiana SE
5/15
•

f!I.FRED

IT
TEARS
YOU APART

HITGH~OCH'S

WITH
SUSPENSE!

Royalty Hopefuls
To be Introduced

-.>..__.,
T_.,
--.,JOHN

.........., ., ORSON WEUEs- . . _
'
WYMARK, DAVID WARNER. OWli.£T-ON
~
DNIE. fWRA ROBSON. PATRICK
IVORSLANEY ·
~ARlliUR S. f£RRIMAN·-SIDNEY BOX
~ .. GI.YNJOHES.
LORD

...........,_.,BOOTH--.,JACitleVIEN·-..-..
IN CoLolt ·CONTINENTALe

. 1

S.U.B. Theatre

·-

Fri. 7 & 10

TECHRICOJ.Or

50¢

.

~

S.U.B. Theatre
Sat. 7 & 10

50¢

Sun. 5 & 8

Final Two Weeks
ACADEMY AWARD

WINNER '

THE PRODUCERS

Of•I.AWOMAN•
NOW BRING YOU

March Hopes to Add Actor
A HUNGER
THAT COULD
NOT BE
SATISAED!
• SHOWN
AT 7:.45-9-.30

HOFFMAN ·ICIIHIRINE ROSS
WIWNGHAM...,B~.C.K HENRY PA0L SIMON
GARFUNKEL LMNRENCETURMAN

NICHOLS
OPEN f :00

most of the day near the north entrance of the
Union passing out anti-budget leaflets. (Lobo
Photo by Burton)

YAF CAMPAIGNERS Michael Kunikis (left)
and Jo Ann Ramsden joined with student Randy
Bock to publicize their stand against the budget
Friday. They called the donkey "Bakas" and spent

LILA KEDROVA ·HANSJOERG FELMY ·TAMARA TOUMANOVA
JUDWJG DON4TH. ·DAVID OPATOSHU
·JOHH'ADi'MsoN.-- BRIANMOORE
..

Friday's balloting was the result of an injunction issued after'
YAF complained that their antibudget propaganda had been
torn down prior to the spring
general election, thus delaying
the vote one week.
Y AFers' campaign material included a show-case display in the
south wing of the Union itemizThe introduction of Fiesta ing expenditures they considered
king and queen candidates at the inessential in the budget, 'Posters
dorms and Greek houses initiates made of pictures of nude women
"please vote no,n and
the week long Fiesta activities on saying,
YA"Fe1: ;Jo Ann Ramsden atop
the UNM campus Monday night.
a friendly donkey that irn.'Plored
Thursday will host the a11- llJa.ssersby, via an attached
school barbecue behind Mesa placard, "Don't make an ass of
Vista dorm. At 7:80 p.m. there yourself, vote NO on the budg~~
will be a talent show on the mall. et," while Miss Ramsden passed
Climaxing the evening will be a out anti-budget literature.
campus serenade at 10 p.m.
Associated Students PresidentThere will be no jail this year, elect Jim Dines said he was glad
and the fountain on the mall will to have the budget problem out
be dry. There will be a dance on of the way.
the mall at 3 :30 p.m. Two bands
He indicated that he would
will play for the occasion at both
propose
a change next year in
ends of the mall. The administrathe
ASUNM
constitution to altion has canceled the dance in the
low the budget to be written
SUB.
after the general election by the
Saturday will host the annual senators who will have to work
rodeo at the Sheriff's Posse with it.
grounds. The rodeo will start at
"The present system ties down
1:00 p.m.
the new administration with the
The Association will be in con- policies of the old," he said.
cert at University arena to eli·
The new budget, among other
max the entire week. The concert
will begin at 8 :15 p.m. Following allocations, gives some $24,000
the performance will be a stomp for general governmental operadance at the University football tions, including a $10,000 "Distinguished
Professorship for
stadium at 10 :30 p.m.
1969-70," by way of a guarantee
for that program two years from
now.
KUNM's allocation totals nearly $25,000 and includes funds for
conversion to stereo FM broadcasting next year.
A teacher-course evaluation
was also approved in Friday's
voting, with a $3200 allocation to
be administered by the Committee on the University. Similar
projects, including a recent one
at the University of Utah, have
cost approximately $7500.
Funds totaling $15,000 will be
given to the Intramural and Recreation Board, with a similar
amount to come from the University.
Probably the most controver~ ..,
sial item on the budget "''cording to Dines, was thP $1\, i:JCt rl·
located to The Mir:w, . 'I'J,,.
money was to guaralli.•· J·ili·l··
cation and to promote :·· " ,.,.i;
tion sales at two doll a 1. • "
If this fails, snid Dh, ··
have a ret•! indicat.io;' ·' • :
much tJl.udGnt deshe f:o1 t:,.. M ..
rage exists."

TECffoliCOLOR- PA~VISIQN~·

SHOW'l ;511 -;~;50,.$:50 -'7:SS. 10:00.
'>MO; COMPLIMENTAilY J'AS-

PHONC Uli-4'7511 · •

Plans for the upcoming march
of the poor people into Albuquerque include the tentative appearance of Hollywood actor Marlon
Brande, according to Maria Varela at the city headquarters of the
Poor People's March,
"Mr. Brande is now attempting
to plan his schedule so that he
will be able to come," she said.
"We hope to have him here May
17 when the march reaches Albuquerque."
Also expected is the Reverend
Dr. Ralph Abernathy, successor
to Dr. Martin Luther King as
organizational bead of the march,
and as head of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference.
Abernathy was with Dr. King
when he was shot in Memphis
last month.
MISS VARELA indicated that
Rev. Abernathy will be hero
either Friday or Saturday, "hopefully Friday evening to lead a
rally," and will join Mexican
land-grant leader Reis Tijerina
to lead the 'Poor.
Detailing the plans for the
city, Miss Varela said they are
<·xpecting t>eople from Southern
(1"lifot·nin, Arizona, and Southwest 'l'exM. The mm·ch itself will
orininat(. in Los Angeles. From
11:<1•.·;; it, will stop in :Phoenix;
/. r i ,.r•lll'.; )<)! Paso, '!'exm;, ~;wl tJt,•u
• , 1'1'\'(l iu Albttqum·qtlc ~., u•llu1 r.
]• 1•'· "'' 1•'ridny tho 1'/th. A rnll;V'
:_, ~ .IPn-<~(I :J'r\1' l.lml. <"'l·tti>•·:

~-,j,~
SA'J'l1HlJ.A'\~, 8:30 H.hl.,
1•!l' •·ehl!l'l'i will u~st:mhltl nl. lletn,;::

NEW MEXICO LOBO

<:hnvc,:r, Park, proeeed on :fll<ll lu

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

:

•

ihc Ohl Town PIMn, :nul tlt~l':~
hole! another shorL rally. 'l'ht•y
will than llOill'd busses and travd
to Santa I~e, hold anoihcl' rally,
and go on to Denver, Colorado.
Miss Vm•cht said 2000 en• lftOl'C
'P<lrsons nrc expected to be in t.lm
march when it 1'c11cl~es Alhmtuerquc. An ndditional 300 to 500 will

join from New Mexico.
THE NEW MEXICO portion of
of the March is one of three
which will originate in the West.
The other two divisions will leave
from San Francisco, Calif. and
Seattle, Washington. The San
Francisco and Los Angeles divisions are expectd to join in Denver, and then travel on to Washington, D.C. The Seattle march
is expected to journey through

the northern Indian reservations
and stop in Chicago before going
on to Washington.
According to Miss Varela, each
of the buses used in the march
holds 43 people and costs 3,000
dollars. She said donations are
welcome, as well as volunteers
who are willing to do office work
on the 17th and 18th, or before.
She said a number of UNl\1 students are already involved.

U. Auction Nets Fund $150
A successful auction in the
Union Friday netted nearly $150
for this year's Campus Chest
drive, International Center Di~
rector John Bakas said yesterday
Bakas was the auctioneer for the
Campus Chest event.
Thirty local merchants donated
prizes to the au<:tion; and Lance
Woodliff, director of registration,
donated the first ten places in the
fall registration line.
PRIZES INCJ,UJ)ED Indies
.perfume, jl'welry, wall picture.~,
silver sets, toy Jmodles, clothing,
food, and liqUIJt. Also :tudiuned
off wern vi:f'l. C<'l'tiJicnte., from
(t,(•nl t:ltlU~it;!l: ~~tt~: ·-·~·.
Bal~~''-j .~:~it, n ~ piH<'{'f.: ht
~ >;.•gisi-·-t~f.t(· I H ·~ Wt-P ~-~1:it
o:ln~u1

·~:

l ' ' .• ; ...

apiPt

~~.ft;

t.lu·
for
inp

ft·h l'i'f'i:. ~-l: -· ,~:-~;w>-,~--·:~·ul:... :.:1'-;~:,_

}: ·}•.:•:

~,

l :.,. f!.l·:~ ~~

..• i;·!:

t"t~t-.i~H ~·.t1t : ,!;
' 4THh :\HI~l

.\CT;\•!,' t,;.:.;~,,~
of tl,r- nf; ·~"•'"''" l*'lnl·"! !1.1 j,,. 011
Uw !iqt~<•J Jll'udtld:;," Bnl,<tR ,.:;1id.
'l'h<' 'JWIWY wr 11--, anulhN fund
l'ai~<iug

111 <lilt. f<'l' Uw Cumtm:Chest, ndt.~.l between $50-60
Bakns said.
GnmiHIK Chest is an ellit.ltgency
fund made twailnblc to UN:M: students througl1 the Univet·sity.

J-Cl~N'l'J•}lt UIHE!1'1'0lt John Balms play:; audiouec1' :for the annual
Cnmpm: ChPs~ f\llld drive. (Lolm Photo by Burton)

Stucl<miR may apply for financial
aid, especially medical aid,
through the health service.
Bakas said about 25 per cent

of this year's fund will be donated
to the Amigos Anonymous, a socinl action organization, for worl'
in Mexico this summer.

BUDGJ.r1'f
Poll
Mesa Vista
Engineering
Hokona
Union
Total

Ul/rs
Yf.'S
(l.~

52
fl7
1!)1
404

~1 ~

l'i'

t:·

#

'"
18
M
118
231

""""

Pa

Page2

~ U.

Faculty, Clergy Endorse Candidate

r
Research Reve·als ~~~e~~e~~tb~si:::h t~: t~~e~:~= Father W
•1.,rews
Varying Opinions ~:t:~::~i:~~:~r:e::c:::yp:::~ Picks Rockefeller
.

didates. The entire slate of hopefu!s, save one, offer alternate

cea of a suppresive "Law and
By REUBEN VALDEZ
The Father William Crews of
Order," that would both intensify
The making of the candidates our differences and transform us the Canterbury Chapel is the only
1967-68, has been a study in "in~ into an authoritarian state.
membe1· of the clergy in this
terests." Sen. Eugene McCarthy
ANOTHER candidate offers to series of political endorsements.
"took the Viet Nam war to the maintain the coalition of Big Father C1·ews has chosen to enpeople." Sen. Robert Kennedy Labor, Big Business, and South- dorse Gov. Nelson Rockefeller.
"reassessed.''
ern Reaction whose disenfranchis- The following is his statement:
Richard Nixon once again ing existence has contributed to
Why Nelson A. Rockefeller for
"·. proved that he was not "through our problems in the first place.
President? Because he is the only
with politics." Vice-President HuA third candidate bravely chal- man running that has state, nabert Humphrey joined an audian untenable war policy, tional and international experilenged
ence singing "We Shall Overbut
meekly
refuses to confront ence. He is a man of vision, decicome.'' And Gov. Nelson Rockegraver
and
profounder
problems sion and action. When Rockefelfeller found the circumstances
ler became governor of New York,
at
home.
that "changed his mind.''
the people sensed a dyovernight
A fourth candidate struggles
So, the political stage is cast,
namic
leader
with conviction,
until the summer conventions nar- late and vainly for inoffensive
courage
and
common
sense.
solutions
and
emerges
with
row the field to the two candicliches.
Instead
of
complaining
of feddates that will continue to vie for
Only
one
man,
Sen.
Robert
Keneral
inactivity
and
bureaucracy,
the presidency. The following
are statements of prsidential nedy, has been free enough and Governor Rockefeller set in mopreference from UNM faculty courageous enough to challenge tion social and economic reforms
the inequality which today threat- within the state of New York,
and clergy.
After canvassing the campus, ens to rip us apart. He alone may anticipated the problems of the
still no Nixon supporter has been be called the candidate of the new future for the cities and counties
disclosed. Perhaps the error falls forces in American society: the and then reached out to meet the
on the method of discovering a Black, the Poor and the Young.
new age with pride. The future
Nixon supporter. But after talkHE HAS BEEN labeled ruthless of our federal system of governing with three political scientists because his interests are passion- ment lies in a national concept
and a representative of the ate and his way efficient. He. has of life that is set in motion from
Young Republicans, no endorse- brought a unique approach and ~tate capitols: Albany, New York
ment has been found.
a willingness to experiment to 1s the leader!
Most all of us know of Rockethe problems of a Negro slum in
Brooklyn. There he has formed fellers participation in national
a new coalition of intellectuals, government ·as Presidential Adpoor, and business, in a project visor, Under Secretary of HEW
that could profoundly ameliorate and participant at the organiza~
tiona] conference of the U.N., but
our urban crises.
few
remember that it was RockeDuring the severest of our international tests, the Cuban feller that proposed the common
missile crisis, Robert Kennedy ori- market for Latin American counginated
and sponsored the moves tries, and held the position of
Dr. Lawrence Littwin has
chosen to write on his preference, that turned the tide of 17 years chairman of the International
of Cold War. When others called Development Advisory Board that
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.
His statement came after a for invasion, he stressed caution drafted the blueprint for the fourdiscussion with law professors and quarantine. ·When other fine point technical assistance to deAlbert E. Utton and Carl M. Se- intellects were puzzled by the veloping nations. It is Rockefellinger. Both professor Utton and cryptic letters of Krushchev, he ler that says: "Progress leads to
Selinger consented to help with cracked the code and chose the order."
Nelson A. Rockefeller is a new
the article, but due to pressing response that finally brought generation
of political leadership
peace
and
triumph.
law department functions, they
that
sees
the
strength of the naThus the senator from New
could not contribute.
tion
to
lie
in
exercise of state
This is a time of transition and York is uniquely equipped to face responsibility. This is the man
crisis in America. Heretofore un- change at home and challenge with tested ability to set in moheardfrom groups clamor for re- from abroad. This is why I, Dr. tion the new concept of cooperacognition and entrance into the Lawrence Littwin, back Robert tive federalism: a national pursystem. Old coalitions within our Kennedy.
pose through state capitols.
political parties can no longer reconcile their profound differences.
Many Americans are petrified at
the anarchic potential in this
Sophomore Sherman McCorkle
schismatizing society.
began to circulate a petition WedTHIS FEAR IS compounded nesday in hopes of stopping the
by our newly discovered impot- Student Senate's $160 donation to
ence in international politics. the Poor People's March which
Thus, from within and without, will be coming through Albuquerthe American people feel beseiged. que, May 18.
In this time of unprecedented
McCorkle has filed the petition
problems we face a presidential with the Student Court Friday.
election.
"I don't feel that activity funds
We must now search through are collected for quasi-political
our fear and discover a rational activities," McCorkel said.

Dr. Littwin Picks

RFK as 'The Mon'

•
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'For Positive Reasons'

Dr. Joseph Franlc
Names McCarthy
Dr. Joseph Frank, chairman
of the English department, has
written this endorsement of Sen.
Eugene McCarthy.
Professor Frank has been
active in McCarthy's campaign
since the small convention in
Chicago that launched his bid
for the presidency.
I am for Eugene McCarthy for
positive reasons. Whether or not
Kennedy is unscrupulous, Humphrey inane, Rockefeller indecisive,
and Nixon antediluvian is irrelevant. McCarthy is none of these.
He is, in fact, their reverse.
First, J.IIIcCarthy has guts.
Willing to tackle the political,
military, and industrial establishments, he last December gambled his own career by coming out
foursquare against LBJ and the
war in Viet Nam. I happened to
be at the small enthusiastic meeting in Chicago that launched his
campaign. No political professionals were on hand. Why should
they be? Mter all, wasn't the
senator from Minnesota obviously
committing political suicide? But
McCarthy has had the guta and
the stamina to prove them wrong.
Second, he is a man of princ~
iple. As a forthright senator and
anti-demagogic campaigner he
has fought long and hard for
what can be called basic liberalism: the view that all men are
potentially dignified. McCarthy
speaks to the people, not down to
them. He speaks to the America
that should be, not to ita currently fragmented constituent~!.
Third-and this, I realize, is
not a usual asset in a political
campaign-McCarthy is an intellectual. A scholar, author
teaeher, as well as a statesman'
he is dedicated to addressing him:
self to reason, not to passion; to
logic, not to slogans; to strenuous discussion, not to Madison
Avenue soporifices. His appeal
to college students is essentially
not an appeal to youth but to all
who value the life of the mind,
the pursuit of truth.
And fourth, he can win. Start-

ing from nowhere he has become
a formidable contender.
little money and an ~n!~~I>e~ieniced
organization he continues to
momentum. Antl · of all the
didates he has by fal' .;the.:·~.~'J,'O<Iae,st
appeal. Not only should
McCarthy be the next prEISident
of the United States; he

.

FIRST QUALITY

ALL·WAYS ·WHY PAY MORE

GO FORMAL!
SPRING DANCES
FRATERNITY
PART!ES

2

0

YOU SAVE
·PHONE 247-4345

FIRST

•n.. GOLD

lobo
MENS SHOP

Student Attacks
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Nixon Lacks Endorser
Dr. Harold Rhodes.

it involves the business of governing with a measure of success
and
effect, Given the nature· of
NEVERTHELESS, despite the
our
constitutional
system, a presirealities of presidential power
dent
cannot
succeed
by acting. unthe myth of the all-powerfui
ilaterally.
president persists. Americans
without fail turn · to the presiHE MUST BE sensitive to the
dent for relief in their present an- locus and nature of power elseDr. Harold V. Rhodes of the xiety and in the hope that he . where in the political system. This
political science department .has might secure for them a better problem is especially acute with
written his statement on Vice future. Under such circumstances reference to Congress.
there is good 'reason to believe
Executive-Congressional r e I aPresident Hubert Humphrey,
that no man who would sit in the tions are critical in the creaMyths abound in politics. In · White House is up to the job.
tion of viable public policy. Of
this country one of our most enIt is in· the nature of politics, the three Democrats who would
during political myths concerns however, to make choices. Given be president, Humphrey, in my
what might be called presidential the fact that we will elect a presi- judgment, has the most impresinvincibility. Somehow, as the dent in 1968, and given the fact sive credentials with reference to
frustrations of crisis politics have that five men presently seem legislative skills. Not only is his
pressed in upon us with unre- seriously to be interested in the own legislative record impressive.
lieved regularity in recent de- job, there is nothing to do but Additionally, during his career in
cades, the notion has developed choose among the alternatives. In Congress, the vice-president rose
that the American president is this spirit I have made my choice. to positions of leadership and inthe modern equivalent of a 17th
IT IS MY belief that the man fluence in the Senate. In short,
century absolute monarch. It is
the evidence would suggest that
the idea of the chief executive most likely to make a suitable Humphrey understands Congress
who, with the stroke of a pen, president in the next four years is and the extent (however limited)
Vice-President Hubert Humphrey.
rules .bY decree.
The bases of this conviction are · to which it can be made to work. .
NOTHING, OF course, could be three.
These, then, are the qualities I
further from the .truth. Any presiFirst, it occurs to me that see in Vice President Humphrey.
dent, by the nature of his office, whoever would be president must They are qualities, I, Dr. Harold
is severely limited in his capacity have what I like to think are the V. Rhodes, believe, which comto act. The presidency is but one 1·ight policy inclinations. He must mend him to be the next Presiof many centers of power in the be sensitive to changing needs dent of the United States.
American political system
and imaginative in his conception
With reference to any decision, of programs capable of dealing
a president is incapable of acting with those needs. Humphrey, I bewithout the cooperation of other lieve, has long demonstrated these
men-strategically situated in the qualities.
Congress, the bureaucracy, the inHIS EARLY efforts on behalf
dependent regulatory agencies, of such domestic and foreign prothe courts, the several states- grams as civil rights, Medicare,
with whom he shares the power to the Job Corps, Food for Peace,
govern. Recognition of this situa- the Nuclear Test Ban treaty and
Richard Nixon was the lone
tion merely confirms the obvious. the Peace Corps, among others, candidate which failed to receive
Ours is a system of separated, gives me assurance.
an endorsement.
checked and balanced powers
This could be the fault of many
Moreover, as I am personally
which renders virtually any at- convinced that any settlement in factors. But after numerous
southeast Asia must ultimately phone calls, and many personal
include direct negotiations with interviews, no faculty member
all major Asian powers, I am en- consented to publicly endorse
couraged by the Vice-President's Nixon.
This reporter spoke with a
recent call for the "building of
representative of the Young Rebridges to China."
My second 1·eason for support· publicans, asking what faculty
ing Humphrey stems from the be- member would endorse Nixon.
lief that the nation's interest will "I just don't know," was the
be best served by the election of reply. He was then asked to
a Democrat to the White House write a Jetter to the editor so
in 1968. In this connection, I am Nixon would have some degree
persuaded that of the three men of support.
Because this article was limited
who presently seek the Democratic presidential nomination, to faculty members of UNM and
Humphrey is most likely to unite people who work very closely
the many factions of which the with the students, an article by
the Young Republicans was not
party consists.
accepted.
IN A GENERAL election campaign against a Republican party
headed (in all liklihood) by Rich- Speech Set on 'Sex'
ard Nixon, this is a critical probJon Brawn will be speaking
lem from my point of view. A
on
"Sex and the Single Collegdivided Democratic party is unian" at the UNM Kiva, Tuesday,
likely to win in November.
The third explanation I would May 14, at 8:00 p.m. There is
offer at this time for supporting no admission charge. Brawn is
Humphrey concerns the ability of
whoever would be president to ac- currently the National Campus
complish the objectives he sets Field Coordinator for Campus
for himself. In a sense, I suppose, Crusade for Christ International.

Nomes Humphrey

No Support Given
To Richard Nixon
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Cliff's Notes help you when J'llll
need it most: (1) When you bol
down and can't understand a reading assignment. (2) When you need
clear, concise Interpretation and
explanation In reviewlna for an
exam. Get the Cliff's Notes habit.
You'll gain a greater appreciation
of literature-andyou'Ueama.tt.r
pades.

Albuquerque, N.M.

leaving UNM?
Take Part of it with you.
Keep tabs on:
Athletic Events-Special Events
The Faculty- The Latest Crisis
The Left-- The Middle- The Right
Letters- Features- Columns

LOBO SUBSCRIPTION RATES
only $4.50 for a full sch<1ol year.

~aron
~rrtting

of ~eef
thr ]finest

~teaks in l\lhuqnerqne

It's

f'JV!cl(./ it to me time.

Brought to you by the friendly people
at Columbia Diamond Ring Co.
Shown exclusively at
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LiVI's·
AM!RICA'l fiNEST OVERAll
SINCf 1050

JEWELERS
6609 Menaul Blvd. N.E.

268-4480

243-6954

(Across Menaul from Coronado)

At: associated
students
bookstore
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LEARN ABOUT ONE-STOP SHOPPING
One-Stop Convenience
One-Stop Savings
One-Stop Selection
Open Your Budget-Aid Credit Account
for Shopping Convenience
..• Ext. 6 ..• Today for Credit Application
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All Western Hats

2.98
Beaded Belts

Moccasins

Bolo Ties

Chalekos

Leather Belts

Sombreros

Haske
Shop
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At the Oldtown Plaza location only

If the guy next door
has a noisy stereo
and you can't study ...

9-9 Saturday~ •. 10·6 Sunday

DEPARTMENT Sl'ORE

Corner Menaul & Carlisle

212 0 Central S.E.
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Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.

rOR' QlJA.Lil)" MER'CHANDI5.[
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..... we think you'd enjoy studying in our
sound-conditioned rooms or quiet study
lounges. The people who designed The College
Inn designed it for students, eliminating the
possibility of noise when you're trying to
study. Besides being able to study free from
noise, we think you'll like the food, the
maid and linen service, private parking,
being close to campus, color TV and much
more of what The College Inn has to offer.
Reservations are now being takne for fall,
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UNM Fiesta Special
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1516 Soh Pedro NE
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tempt at speedy and effective action difficult.

CAREER BOUND
To Dallas, New York, Hong Kong, Anywhere
We'll get you to Y~here the action is
call 265-7611 your travel number
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-"Gee. Which one should I wear in Nebraska?"

Fiesta 17 Years Ago
Today is the twentieth anniversary of Fiesta, a weeklong .school party that at one time contributed to UNM's
stature with Playboy magazine as the "Nation's number two
party school."
Twenty years ago, however, Fiesta was initiated in an
attempt to build some traditions and to promote that everelusive quality called "school spirit" at UNM. Within a few
years, The Lobo was running Fiesta editorials that looked
like this one from the pen of 1950-51 Lobo Editor Wright
VanDeusen:
"Today marks the beginning of UNM's fourth yearly twoday spring holiday, Fiesta.
"Fiesta, when you get right down to it, is nothing but 48
'~hours-more or less, depending upon one's endurence-of
carefree collegiate fun with a bit of the Spanish flavor prevalent in this part of the country. Being aware of the fact
that the general characteristics of Fiesta fun are known to
most of UNM's populace, it might seem odd that it is necessary to try to sell Fiesta to a great portion of the people
here. Yet a quick look at last year's Fiesta points out that,
lamentable as it may seem, such a selling job is necessary.
Last year only about one third of the University community
even came to the campus to enjoy the festivities planned for
it.
"Those who have followed to any extent the comment in
these columns this year know how we feel about apathy. We
have reasoned about it; we have pleaded about it; and
finally, we have become cynical and even apathetic about it.
"Thus we end a year's battle with apathy trying to sell
something which ought to be a natural: Be on the campus
tonight and tomorrow. You have nothing to lose, little to
give and you can have a lot of fun.
"Apathy at Fiesta would be really surprising, because the
only thing at stake is personal enjoyment-that thing
which has been shown to be the only item of interest, any-.
way.
''Viva la Fiesta, damnit, viva la Fiesta !"

CoJiing U
Information auppUed by tbe UN:M Cal·
endar Oftlce.
MONDAY
College of Nlll'8lng; Union 258: 1 :00
p.m.
Free U.: Paul Goodman : Union 281 C;
3:30 p.m.
Panhellenic Council; Union Cour..cil

Room: 3 :30 p.m.

Alpha Kappa Lambda; Union 250 D-E:
6:15 p.m.
Town Club; Union Council Room ; 6 :30

'* p.m.
P·~;,vm

Club Pledges ;Union 250 C; 6 :30

Alpha Kappa Lambda Alethlana; Union
250 B; 7:00 p.m.
Phi Gamma Delta; Union 231 D·E; 7 :00
p.m.
Rockefeller Committee; Union 231 A-C:
7:30 p.m.
15th Annual Research Lecture: Prof.
Bahm, .,Philosophy, 1968": Kiva: 8 :00
p.m.
,
Phi Gamma Delta Pledges; Union 129;
8:00 p.m.
Rio Grande Hlgli School Chorus ; Fine
Arts Recital Hall; 8 :'15 p.m.

JAMES E. FANNING
Already the American public
has been exposed to a vast
quantity of information about
Viet Nam, 1\n almost equal
amount of information about other areas of foreign policy, and just
recently, a sizable volume· of information about the reactions of
the American citizenry to the
philosophical question of what is
the right course for our country
to follow in the arena of world
politics.
The result has been a confusion
in which a McCarthy seems more
a political opportunist than a serious peace candidate, and a Johnson
is able to retain a semblance of
credibility through the clumsy,
fifth-g1•ade skill and logic of his
speech writers. To avoid adding
to the confusion, I will say simply
that I do not agree with our present foreign policy, and that, in
my opinion, Johnson is a poor
national leader.
TO BE A GOOD LEADER, he
must be flexible. He has proved
himself extremely inflexible and,
for the reason above all others,
should not longer be president of
the United States. Johnson must
be replaced.
There are many voters in the
United States who have expressed
this opinion. This is good. The
problem, I feel, is that their form
of expression is insufficient. They
have followed, basically, the same
pattern of.protest that has, and is,
being used in the civil rights

LETTERS
Propaganda
To The Editor:
As a former student now serving in VietNam with the Marine
Corps, I thought you might be
interested in some propaganda
leaflets confiscated in a communist tunnel. Form your own opinion, since I have already formed
mine. Read these bits of material
and think about it. Think hard.
Do we really belong here!
Damian B. Andrus
(EDITOR'S NOTE-The leafleta sent to The Lobo by Private
Andrus were basically the same,
although one included a program
of English language broadcasts
to American Gls and wavelength
information. Follows the text of
a typical leaflet.)
AMERICAN OFFICERS
AND MEN!
The contention about helping the South Vietnamese people is but a deceitful one. Nobody invites the Americans to
South Viet Nam. Saigon government is only a puppet
clique, henchmen of the U.S.
imperialism, set up by the U.S.
dollars and bayonets. Over
500,000
U.S. expeditionary
troops have been causing so
many sorrows, mournings, sufferings and deaths for the
Vietnamese people, the South
Vietnamese peopl!J forced to

WHA'Jl;; ON 1J.IE OTHe'J<
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the restrictive ladder of success,
That climb has trained its users
to take calculated steps and to
proceed along a predetermined
path.
Tradition, no matter how irrational and inhuman, cannot be
toppled peacefully in a period of
months. Therefore the movement
must reason with the followers of
the establishment in terms it understands and does not fear.
ONCE AN ORGANIZED movement. has been formed, a significant appeal must be made, an appeal employing the best of our
mass media systems-professional, factual, and convincing.
Let us not isolate ourselves behind a wall of pride and thus lose
the best opportunity to further
our cause. The vast number of opposition groups must unite to present their argument most effectively. If this requires flag-waving, why not? Impressive, organized demonstrations should be
carried out. Extremist groups
should be controlled so that the
movement has a platform not
easily distorted or ridiculed by the
establishment.
THE MOVEMENT now has a
candidate; support should be
given to him in the greatest display of disgust in the history of
American politics. If one cannot
stomach Johnson but does not like
McCarthy, support McCarthy anyway. Now is the time to destroy
the hold of the establishment. The
best candidate will show himself
in the struggle prior to convention time. The work has been begun. Let it proceed with determination and vigor.

EDITOR

launch a fierce struggle against
them and won victory after
victory.
Our People and Armed
Forces' recent offensive on more
than 40 provincial capitals and
townships which annihiliated
and disintegrated more than
300,000 enemy troops showed
the strength of the unshaken
determination of the South
Vietnamese people.
Our goal is to gain back a
real independence and freedom for people, overthrow the
Thieu-Ky puppet administration, oppose J ohnson-govemment's aggression.
Many Democratic Americans
stand on our side in demand-

ing an end to Johnson's war
and withdrawal of U.S. troops
from South Viet Nam. More
and more officers and men from
Thieu-Ky's army cross over
to our side to oppose U.S. aggression.
GI! Do act according with
reason.
-Oppose all operations to
kill the Vietnamese people.
-Demand peace in Viet Nam
and your repatriation.
-Don't interfere on the Vietnamese's .internal affair.
-Corne back to your loved
family, not to die uselessly in
VietNam.
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Maharishi l-Ias Devout Followers on Campus

Time For Policy Change

movement--the calm intellectual
dispute, followed by the ever-increasing · emotional dispute that
will eventually lead to extremely
serious rioting.
This method will succeed-but
years from now. It is slow, painful, .and not at all suited to the
problem we face. A change must
be affected within a year.
SO THE QUESTION poses itself. What is to be done? The
establishment is powerful; it is
monied, organized, and uses fear
as its most effctive weapon. To
defeat it in the election next
November, the opposition must
enlarge-quickly. It must make its
appeal professional and convincing.
The facts must be presented to
a stale public, a public that allows a few to sit on the toilet of
American politics and, every four
years, amidst grimaces of shame
and pain, squeeze out the unchanging "choice" for the voters of
America. To convince the average
American, afraid of being labelled
unpatriotic, the argument must be
well presented.
THE MOVEMENT its not yet
strong. A distinction must be
made between what must be free
and what must be organized. To
win a major victory in the world
of American politics requires organization. This should not be
feared. An individual need not
destroy himself while becoming a
collaborator in an organized movement.
But this movement requires the
discipline of organization to prove
itself responsible to a nation immeshed in a tradition of climbing
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By ALLAN BUCHANAN
it very hard for someone,'' she
The Maharishi is c9ming ••• hut said in Albuquerque last Februnot to New Mexico, as waa hoped ary. "They deny the rewards.
earlier. The closest he'll be is Las meditation offers.''
Vegas, Nev. next weekend. But
Yet drugs, bad or good, have
for those who continue to be at been used by meditators. In some
least mildly interested, visits by cases they were responsible for
his teachers are expected in Al- the person"s acceptance of the
buquerque during the summer.
Maharishi's philosophy.
There are a number of UNM
M.V., a UNM coed, said her
stt~dents and area residents who
mind was more "open" when
have been initiated into the meditation came, "Bot I don"t
Maharishi's Transcendental Med- think the 'answer' is with drugs,"
itation Society. Several of them she added..
have indicated it could replace and
M.V. is from San Francisco.
even surpass the drug experi- She Jived in the Haight-Ashbury
ence.
district and has used speed, LSD,
"MEDITATION seems to be the and marijuana before coming to
consumation of a drug-expanded Albuqnerque in the summer. She
consciousness," said a student was initiated into the meditation
during a recent interview.
society on Christmas Eve.
"It certainly has all the beneWhen asked what meditation
fits," said another, "and even has done for her, M.V. said it was
more."
easier to make decisions now, and
But Mother Olson, one of 12 she needed less sleep. "I feel betpersons in the United States ter ••• it frees me from a lot of
trained to initiate people into the frustration.''
meditation societies, has stated
She said she is· planning to give
that drugs interfere with the up drugs in favor of meditation.
meditation process. "They make "I've W!ed them less since .•• and

Two Year Award

UNM Granted $50,300
For Engineering Research
UNM has received a $50,300
grant from the National Science
Foundation for research work on
"Adaptive Systems for Earlhquake-Resistant Structures.''
The grant is effective for a
period of two years and will be
under the direction of Prof. J. T.
P. Yao of the department of civil
engineering. The grant is a renewal of an earlier research entitled "Safety Analysis of Statistically
Indeterminant
Structures."
Dr. Yao said he will be alll!iated
in the research project by two
graduate students, I Kal!iraj and
H. Y. Yeh, both of whom llll8isted
in the earlier project. They will
both be supported by the research

As of May 3

Law Newsletter
Is Made Available
The UNM School of Law has
inaugurated a new publication.
The school will publish, at regular intervals, the ..American
Indian Law Newsletter." Volume
1 was issued on May 3, 1968.
Editor of the newsletter is
Mrs. Helen S. Carter, a legal research librarian, and the assistant editor is Joseph D. Sabatini,
an assistant librarian at the
School of Law.
The Newsletter is a mimeographed publication and may be
obtained from the School of Law.
The legal training program for
American Indians of UNM was
recently cited and applauded in
the "Congressional Record" of
Wednesday, April 17, 1968. The
scholarship program in law for
American Indians was discussed
by Sen. Clinton Anderson and
the entire program was read into
and made a part of the Congressional Record.

Famed Art Show
Invites .Carl Paak
Carl Paak, associate art professor at UNM is among artists
invited to !lJ(hibit their work at
the National Ceramic Invitational Show of the Wichita Art
Association.
The show celebrates the 2oth
anniversary of the Wichita association, and is its first invitational show. The objects will remain on display through May 23.

grant during this summer, Dr.
Yao said.
Dr. Yao said the object of the
investigation will be to study the
dynamic response and reliability
of "adaptive" structural systems
subjected to earthquake-like nonstationary random excitations.
Analog computers and random
function generators will be used
to obtain solutions for the problems, and later the effect and
"control" of nonlinear damping
will also be studied.
Dr. Yao has been on the UNM
faculty since 1961.

when I do, I feel inhibited and
sometimes paranoid. I hate that
feeling.''
ANOTHER UNM STUDENT,
A.D., also came to Albuquerque
from San Francisco. He was initiated in December and has also
used speed, LSD, and marijuana.
"Meditation frees you from a
lot of hassles that normally occupy your day," A.D. said. "And
it lasts all day • . . much better
than going up or coming down,
(with drugs).''
A.D. mentioned he still smokes
marijuana "off and on," but will
probably give it up. "Drugs reduce the powers of concentration,"
he said. "They make meditation
a very colorful, but profitless
trip. "
Mother Olson has insisted drugs
and meditation work against each
other. Certain parts of the nervous system, she said, can be likened to flower buds. Prolonged druguse eauses. the buds to tighten
and. close. They are not able to
receive the benefits of meditation, as a flower that would not
open to the sun. She insists that a
person be "off" drugs at least
two weeks prior to a planned
initiation.
B.B. A UNM STUDENT from
Albuquerque, began meditating in
February. She feels she is more
confident about herself and other
people. "It's really beautiful," she
said. "You just walk around and
feel good, no matter what.''
B.B. added that she was llkepti-

cal before her initiation. "The
ceremony meant nothing to me. I
had been drunk the night before
and felt awful.'' But following her
first meditation: "God. I felt physically great. No more hangover.''
The fourth student interviewed,
F.C., has a 3.5 average at the
university. He was initated in
February. He said he has used
LSD, marijuana, peyote, and other
drugs, but will probably give it up.
"I don't need them as much as I
did ... I don't have the desire.''
F.C. FEELS meditation has
helped him to be less nervous, and
not so much at "loose-ends" as
before. He also insists it has improved his sex-life. "I can't explain it," he said, "but it's made
a difference.''
B.B. also noticed a difference.
"My sex-life has improved tremendously," she claimed, smiling
broadly. "It involves technique
and the general feeling, but I
don't suppose I could explain it
any further.''
ALL OF THE STUDENTS
interviewed indicated they would
probably stop taking drugs in
favor of meditation. None would
say that the drug experience had
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WESTERN SHIRTS
for guys & gals.
Choose from plaids, solids,
stripes, checks, all sizes
4.98 up

LEVIS
The most complete selection in the Southwest.
Cords, Sta-Prest, Nuvos, Regular blue. You'll
find 'em all at Coopers.

WESTERN HATS
Just received a large shipment of straw hats in
all the new colors and styles.
From 2.98
Cooper's also features BAILEY & STETSON felt
hats.
COOPER'S has a complete selection of Boots,
Mocs, Belts, Buckles, Chalekos, everything your
wardrobe needs for Fiesta Days.

ART
SUPPLIES
20% DISCOUNT

LANG ELL'S

25TO Centraf 5.1:.
Across From Johnson Gym
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The FRANK CHEWIWIE
Qulnkt

NODPI:N ANO J.ATIN MU81C

FOR 8PECIAL OCCA.SIONB

TELEPHONE" Z6B~42'"1

ALBUQU~QI)E., !'I.M.

give your clothes
Sanitone
Professional care!
Call 243-5671

700 Broadway NE
200 Wyoming SE

GET READY FOR FIESTA
WITH WESTERN WEAR FROM COOPER'S

Here Wednesday

ShiYa Oils &. WatK Colon
Brushes-Canvas
Panels:- Stretched Con'IDS
Slmdter Bars & Mote

•

•

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER ANI>
LIGHTER. R.EPAIR
210 THIRD NW
2"7-8219

Coreers Meeting
High scbool seniors and college
students interel!ted in careers that
aid other people are invited to a
special coffee meeting at UNM.
The atrair WI11 be held Wednesday, May 15, at 4 p.m. in the
Desert Room of the Union. Dr.
George Keppers, professor and
guidance counselor, will speak on
the "Satisfaction of Helping People.''
Refreslnnents will be served and
faculty members from tbe College of Education, Dental Hygiene programs, Speech and
Speech Pathology, and other divisions of the university will be
present to di8CUliS the programs,
offer advice, and give information.
"This is a chance," said Dr.
.Dolores Butt, a professor of
speecb, "for high school seniors
and college students who don't
know the joys of working with
people who need help to find it
out, to find a place to spend their
Jives usefully and with pleasure
to themselves."
"Inntations have been sent to
high school seniors in Albuquerque and throughout tbe state,"
Dr. Butt said, "bnt anyone interested is. welcome to attend
whether they have received the
announcement or not."
"The coffee meeting may become an annual event," she added.

been a waste of time, or a mistake.
"Nothing is a waste of time,"
A.D. commented.
"Drugs helped to bring all my
problems to a climax," said B.B.,
"I was able to get it over with
faster. I can't say that was a
waste of time.''
And F.C. believes he wouldn't
have been ready for meditation if
he hadn't taken LSD. "But I prefer meditation," he claimed. "You
don't have as much control on
drugs . . • with meditation you
aren't taking chances.''

OPEN MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY,
'Till 9:00 PM
WINROCK CENTER
ON THE PlAZA
ALBUQUERQUE
SANTA FE
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U. Photography Club Listen· to KUNM
Plans to Reorganize
The UNM Photography Club,
inactive this semester, will hold
three meetings starting this evening in an attempt to reform for
the coming school year.
Students interested in photography are asked to attend the
group meetings, starting Monday
at 7:30 p.m. in room 253 of the
Union.
Tomorrow's meeting will be jn
room 231, A-B, also and Wednesday's will start at 6 p.m. in room
128 E-W.

FUN

FUN

UNM Tennis Smothers NAU, 9-0
rsPOiTS
B

FUN.,

Honoraries.
Mortar Board

2023 COLUMBIA SE

Lobo=
In West Coast Relays

Swimming- Tennis·
Diving - Gymnastics
Lessons for all ages
Sauna Baths - Parties

247-9677

Lobo trackmen placed in. three
events last weekend in a starstudded field at the West Coast
Relays at Fresno, Calif. San Jose
State won the team title with 71
points.
Ake Nilsson, UNM's only eligible Swedish Olympian and school
record holder in the javelin, placed
fifth in the javelin with a throw
of 244-6. Nilsson's throw was 13
feet better than his winning toss
against the University of TexasEl Paso in the Lobos' final dual
meet of the season.
Tom Colby of Stanford took
first place in the javelin with a
toss of 258-4%, Nilsson's school
record mark is 257-4%. Nilsson
must throw 268 feet if he hopes
to make the Swedish Olympic
team for the 1968 Olympics
Games at Mexico City.
New Mexico's 440 yard relay
team of Jim Singer, Rene Matison, Don Walton, and Ivory
Moore, finished fifth in that event
with a 41.4 clocking.
A Southern California team
comprised of Kirk Clayton, Bill
Gaines, Jerry Williams, and Tommie Smith, won the 440 yard relay with a blistering 39.8.
New Mexico won the 440 relay
last season at the West Coast
Relays with the team of Matison,
Steve Caminiti, Singer, and Bernie Rivers.
Matison placed fourth in the

Eighteen Albuquerqueans and
four out-of-town students attending UNM are newly tapped members of Maia Chapter of Mortar
Board, senior women's honorary
at UNM.
Those from Albuquerque are:
Kay Arnold, Louise Bazan, Linda
Bloom, Judith Bramhall, Kathleen
Brown, Joanne Castonguay, Darcie Dittberner, Carol Glenn,
Sarah Gutierrez, Alicia Jeung,
Carol Kangas, Kathleen Mahon,
Johnna Russell, Janet Schultz,
Jane Spivey, Martha Vandelinder, Carol Villard, and Vicki
Voida.
Out-of-town students include:
Joy Hart, Margaret Massengill,
Lee Tilford, and Christine Wenk.

Rare Performance

U. Chorus to Give
'Misso Sofemnis'
Beethoven's
grand
"Missa
Solemnis" will be presented
Wednesday night in Popejoy Concert Hall at 8:15 p.m. as part of
the regular Cultural Program
Series.
Four solo vocalists will be featured with the UNM Chorus and
orchestra for the difficult piece.
Kurt Frederick, UNM music professor, will direct the work.
"It will not be so soon that it
is performed again," said Frederick, in reference to the great
technical difficulties of presentation.
Beethoven wrote the "Missa" to
celebrate the appointment of his
pupil Archduke Rudolph of Austria as Archbishop of Olmutz in
1818. He didn't finish the mass
until some five years past the
Archbishop's installation, and the
first performance occurred a year
later in St. Petersburg, Russia.
The inscription placed by Beethoven on the score of the mass
was "From the heart-may it go
to the heart."

Person

.
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Tap UNM Girls

James, Betty Mae Jeung, Sandra
Lee Lommasson, Judy Luck, Jan
Thirty· UNM students are new- Lupton, Jennifer McDonnell, .Toly tapped members of the Las line Meeter, Karen Mehigan, ReCampanas, junior women's hon- becca Moore, Diane Murphy, Jenorary at UNM.
nie Ozog, Jane E. Ramshaw,
Twenty-one members are from Peggy Ratcliff, Terri Robinson,
Albuquerque. They are: Martha Dana Root, Teresa Stevens, GlinAmsden, Vivian Bandoni, Mar- da Sturges, Marcia Summers, and
jorie Buck, Martha Susan Camp- Harriet U'Ren.
bell, Susie Carlton, Janet Clark,
Students from out of town are:
Aletha Corbin, Paula Fielding, ~ancy Breen, Sally Trigg, PatBetsy Hamilton, Cathy Higgins, ricia Ann Eaves, ~ancy Sue
Ann Rueter, Angela Jeung, Hanks, Cathy Yandell, ;[oanne
Paula Kraemer, Mary Kuehne, Gay Holladay, Kathryn Sullivan.
Ruth Milne, Julia Morrow, Gale and Dee Ann Wehrley.
Owings, Phyllis Schubert, Rene
Those from out of state inSilleroy, Susan Spinks, Sandy clude: Stephanie Eyres, Leslie
Sandy Taylor.
Seldin, Esther Larsen, Margaret
In state girls include: Marty Maronick,
Cynthia
Parker,
Klein, Sylvia Nachlinger, and Sharon Pickett, Deborah Robb,
Laura Trembly.
Karen Sellers, and Eugenia TreThose from out of state are: maine.
Christine Anderson, Pat Gres,
Valerie Hall, Jo Hanley, Laura
Salkeld, and Pat Veal.

Concert
May20-8:15

Spurs
Thirty-three Albuquerqueans
and 17 out-of-town students attending UNM are newly tapped
members of the Spurs, sophomore women's honorary at UNM.
Albuquerque members are:
Martha Gail Bandoni, Barbara
Elizabeth Benton, Juliana Jane
Bratun, Susan Claire Brown,
Candace Collier, Diane Dal Santo, Diane Drake, Leslie Ann Dwyer, Donna Fossum, Leigh Gallacher, Emily Christina Geise, Diane
J. Harris, Susan E. Hulsbos,
Claudia Sue Jackson, Kathy Ann

(m) Po]p>ejoy HaU
Reserved Seats $5.00, $4.00, $3.00
UNM Students $4.00, $3.00, $2.50
Sponsored by Students For Peace
Center

100 yard dash with a time of 9.5.
Matison has run 9.4 on three different occasions this season tying
the school and University Stadium record.
Another Western Athletic Conference athlete, J. D. Hill of Arizona State, won the 100 yard dash
with a wind-aided 9.3.
Brigham Young University,
this year's favorite to unseat
New Mexico as the conference
champion for the first time in
five years, took runnerup team
honors at the Relays with 56
points. California was third with
37.
New Mexico narrowly missed
winning the runner up spot last
season.
The Lobos will be in Laramie,
Wyo., May 17 and 18 for the WAC
championship meet. New Mexico
will compete in the Modesto Relays at Modesto, Calif., on May
25.

Coach Dick McGuire's Lobo
golf team, behind Terry Dear's
par 72 final round, finished third
in a 20 team field at last weekend's Pikes Peak Intercollegiate
golf tournament at Colorado
Springs.
New Mexico finished with a
952 team total, 42 strokes behind
defending NCAA champion Houston, which had the top three individual leaders.
Hampered by cold and :rain,
Dear shot the best round of the
meet Saturday.
Houston finished first with a
team total of 910 in the two day
tournament. Brigham Young was
second with 924, New Mexico 952,
Oklahoma State 944, Colorado
948, Air Force Academy 949, New
Mexico State 952, Arizona 968,
Nebraska 969, Denver 1,001,
Eastern New Mexico 1,002, and
Colorado State University 1,034.
Top players in the 54 hole meet
were John Mahaffey, Houston,
226; Hal Underwood, Houston,
227.

get a turde

$AVfM~NEY,
o., ~t-1LIPPiieJ,r~!f~~f.
Art Center Discovnt

Stote•2.f24 E. Ce!Jtral

Dress Western for Fiesta

..

One of Better PJayers
A 1933 graduate of Kentucky,
tennis coach Joe Ferguson was
recognized as one of the better
players in the Southwest and at
one time was state senior open
champion. After slacking off
somewhat in actual competition,
he became the professional of
the Albuquerque Tennis Club,
where he furthered his reputation
as a teache1'.

Ia the arena
and
•
1n
Men's turtlenecks in assorted styles, fabrics and
knits! Colors and white.

Turtles for girls, sleeveless, . rolled or 1 o n g
sleeves; knits or fabrics!

3.49 to 7.99

3014 Central SE
Across from the lobo Theatre

•

For Professional Dry Cleaning
and Pressing

dllzesat. ••

!

-----~----

••••••••••••••••••
~
Coin

1.99 to 7.99

TuRTLE!rTACS!

zona. Tony Bull and Van Hill,
the number-one ranked doubles

Want to help
drill an oil well?
You're about to graduate in physical science, biological sci·
ence or mathematics. You're looking for a company that offers
unusual opportunities lor advancement
We're a leader in domestic and international oilfield service
operations. We're looking lor candidates for our Drilling Fluid
Technologist School scheduled lor June and July. If you think
we've got a lot in common, fill out the coupon below and mall
it to us.

1/

Always hold
matches till cold

Be SUit! to dRlWn

II

i---.

I
I
I

all flres
Crush all smokes
dead out-

Y.OU

can

prevent forest fires

team in the Southwest, also sat
out Friday's doubles action.

-------------

Employee Relations: Baroid Division National Lead Company
P.O. Box 1675, Houston, Texas 77001
Please send me more Information about a career
as a Drilling Fluid Technologlsl.

-
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Wards has them ... in heraldic and
animal motifs! By Bell of Albuquerque.

~~.'!.~~yN.~ ~

3404
Near Carlisle

Study & Wash

~

Change Available
At All Times

~

$2
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l....................................................
New

Ask about Wards Young Adult Credit Plan!

.

Dr:ers

Open 24 Hours !
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An Equal Opportunity Employer

Lobos Finish 3rd
At Golf Tourney

Phone 298-1831

1he NaMe r>.f the Gaf'r1e

the

New Mexico closed out its 1968
home tennis season Friday with a
9-0 blanking of Northern Arizona University at the UNM
courts. The victory put the Lobos
season mark at 16-1 as they go
into a crucial match with Wyoming.
The Lobos meet the Cowboys at
Laramie on Tuesday to determine
seeding for the Western Athletic
Conference championships to be
held at Laramie May 17 and 18.
Doug MacCurdy and Billy
Thompson, the New Mexico high
school doubles champions last
year, rambled to 6-0, 6-0 wins
over Ted Price and John Norton
in a 22 minute match, the fastest
of the season.
Ted Russell, New Mexico's
number one singles player, did
not compete against Northern Ari-

In Colorado

terradin theradu
for your wardrobe .

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

Vogue Cleaners

Students presenting ID cards
will be granted a
10 per cent discount
to the end of the spring
semester.

.
m

test; Pete Gross, Barbecue Chairman; and George
Brantley, Rodeo Chairman. They will serve during the week long Fiesta activities which start today. (Lobo Photo by Miloglav)

Las Campanas

EDITOR
WAYNE CIDDIO

0

TIIUHnBII.BIRD SWIM-DT'M

JOAN
BAEZ
FIESTA CHAIRMEN serving for this year's
activities will be, left to right; Dave Williams,
Fiesta Chairman; Jack Pickel, Midway Chairman;
Keith Kinane, Chairman of the beer drinking con-

Page7

Olds Cutlass S
TherrS"stands for. ..
Sporty
Suave
Shapely
Sassy
Swift
Savings

I
GM I
at your nearest Olds dealer.

Drive a youngmobile from Oldsmobile

MAA'(. OF EXCELLENCE:

I
I

",/
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Arizona's 3-Game
"Wait until next year" was the 18 edge. Even if the Lobos tie
feeling of the UNM baseball team with Arizona in wins, the Wildafter the University of Arizona cats hold a 30-16 margin in runs,
completed a three game sweep at
NEXT WEEKEND A.S.U. and
Tucson this ;past weekend, ending
UofA
play a three game set in
UNM's first threatening bid for
Tucson
to decide the southern dia southern division Western Athvision
winner.
letic Conference title.
Brigham Young captured the
The Wildr.ats took the crucial n01·tbern title by taking two out
series by scores of 8-1, 6-2, and of three games from Wyoming
12-2. All three games took a sim- this weekend. The winner of each
ilar pattern as the Lobos kept the division will play a three game
score close until the middle in- series to pick a representative
nings when they collapsed defen- from the WAC for the NCAA
sively. UNM had 14 errors in the , regional ;playoffs.
series.
After getting shelled 8-1 Friday
night, the Lobos appeared in
Going down to Tucson the
Lobos needed one victory to clinch control of Saturday's afternoon
the southern title as they would game' for six and one half innings.
have eliminated U ofA, while the Although constantly in trouble,
best Arizona State could have Bob MacAulay held the Cats
done would have been to tie the scoreless until 'the seventh.
Lobos in victories. But a "no-tie"
GOING INTO the bottom of the
rule based on total runs scored seventh and leading 1-0 on Travis
would have given the Lobos a 19- Hair's 385 foot home run, Mac-

WANT ADS

HELP WANTED
EDUCATION IS CHANGING, World's
largest education finn has developed a
program learning system and is now hiring coiJege students for full time summer
employment to present this system to
various individuals in New Mexico and
West Texas. Interested Students please
caD between 11 and 1 at 268-0620. 5·22.

FOR SALE
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNM. Completely reconditioned. Move in and en..
joy a fuU summer of swimming and next
winter you'JJ enjoy the warmth of the
fireplace and the charm of the large
rooms. Price only $13,900. CaU Ed Norris
265-8571 and evenings 255-6852. CairdNorris Realty.

SERVICES

1962 CHEVROLET Impala S.S. 425 H.P••
4 Speed, Just Rebuilt Engine. Good
Looking. 299-6001.
5/13

ffiGH-POWERED TUTORING in Economics and Spanish by university professor. Phone 842-8500, Ext. 8134. 5/13
SWIMMING PARTIES-or just plain
parties. Faeilities include swimming,
dancing, Bar-B-Q, volley ball etc. 7midnight, 10 to 500 persons. Life
Guards provided. Thunderbird SwimG-. 247-9677.
COMPLETE WIG, fall, and wiglet serv·
ice. Wiglet set-$2.00. Falls-$3.50.
Watts Wig Way, 3312 Central SE,
Phone 265-0111. 5/17
ffiONING. bachelor bundles, mending,
d.rcssmaking and alterations. Reasonable,
2304 Blake SW. Phone 877·5282.
TYPING. Well edit grammar, spelling, and
punctuation. Background inc.ludes advertising, art. finance, legal. and sciences.
~1242-0649.
5/15
FOR RENT
FURNISHED THREE ROOM garage apt.
Corner Menaul and Broadway N.E. $65
per month. Possible part work--part
rent ai'I'Sngements. Utilities paid. Call
S42-9030 after 2 :00. 5/lG
NEW VARSITY HOUSE at 141 Columbia
SE.. Deluxe furn. units-twin or double
beds. $115·120 including utilltim. 2423080.
FOR SALE
GETTING MARRIED? Buy our one bed·
room trailer ( 43x8) with ctU!Iom built
study and your rent will only be $25/
month. S.,., after 5 at 120 Indiana SE.
5/15

1963 PORSHE. Very clean. Many extras.
3633 Moon NE. 298-7163. 5/13
'64 CORVETTE Sting Ray. 327 cu. in.
300 bp, AM-FM, 2 tops. Excellent <Ondition, one owner. 277-2933.
AUTO INSURANCE too high? Call
Farmer's today. 12 months to pay. 2992296.
5/22
1954 PONTIAC, radio. beater, automatic.
In good running condition. $185. Call
277-2851. 5/15
USED BOOKS, furniture, junk. We buy,
scll & trade. Open afternoons and eVenings. Attic Shop, Menaul &: Broadway
NE. Call 842·9030. 5/16
1960 OLDSMOBILE. 4 door. SharP ap.
pearanee and condition, $475.00. Phone
344-2493.
5/15
PERSONALS
SPEND SUMMER FREE at a pilar 11U\Ch·
ero. Unimproved but picturesque adobe
house. artistic setting. with trout lake.
No pay and no work-turn water on and
oft'. Write Box 5011, Santa Fe, New MerLOST AND FOUND
SILVER RONSON cigarette lighter. Lost
April 29 in SUD Cal'eteria. Very ornate.
!inscribed: With Compliml'Ilts of .P.
Puranabhanbu. Has sen1imE!Dtal value.
$15 Reward. Call 242-0281.
5/13
ALPHA DELTA PI Sorority pin on Mesa
Mesa Vista NE between Delta GIIDUIIa
and Chi Omega bo....,.. Reward offered.
298-3373. 5/17

-LIMITED ENGAGEMENT-

s:~~; Ends

Aulay's luck ran out. 'Two infield
hits and a "who's got it" pop up
single loaded the bases for Arizona. Then with two outs, Dennis
Maley hit a routine grounder to
thirdsacker Greg With who ihrew
wide to first allowing the tying
runs to score.
Pinch hitter Danny Jo Ryan
then drilled a shot to right adding
two runs to the Cats game total
of six.
UofA lefthander Rich Hinton
stymied the Lobo offense giving
up seven hits and two runs. The

MOIIIIar,llarta, 1968

Lobo

UNM tally came i!l the top of
the ninth whe~ Du~k ~aldizan,
Mick :McGloughlm and Jrm P:uer singled. Hinto~ndt :;e-pla~
and the ~e WI a 0
and a strike out.
RONNIE SIMS started on the
mound for the Lobos in the final
contest Saturday night. Lacking
eontro1, he was rep~~ by Ed
Reeder in the first 1nnmg after
two UofA runs had scored.
Trailing 3-1 in the top of the
'~ixth, UN:M loaded the bases after

!~!:... ~;~

"von p:ancho's; o~""'" ~
[t

h'

1

l Speech Therapist
l 8th Grade Science
l 8th Grade Math
I 7th & 8th Grade Art
l 8th Grade Reading

Spring and winter sports teams
will be honored by the New :Mexico Boosters Club at a meeting
Tuesday at the Western Skies.
The Lobo baseball, track, golf,
tennis, gymnastics, swimming and
wrestling squads will be guests
of the boosters at the special dinner meeting.

ONLY

I'LUS
THE PRODUCERS OF 'I, A WOMAN"

--K-~1.~

AT 9:05

.CG

D1DED FOIIADUL1S ONLY

90 Winrock Center- 298-1831

125 cc
motorcycle

MATINE~ 2:uJ $1.50
EVENING 8:30 $1.75
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT BOX OFFICE, LOBO, CINEMA EAST THEATRES,
CENTRAL TICKET AGENCY 243·1703, OR RH.ODES CORONADO.
.
PHONE 265-4575
4804 CENTRAL

HILAND

Italian-made
reg.
$369

$348

• 6.5 hp, 2 cycle engine
• 4-speed gear box
• heel-and-toe shifting
• front and rear brakes

• midnight blue or apple red

Ask about Wards
Young Adult Credit Plan

NJ~W MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates -

$4.50 per year

$2.25 pet semester

Slm~

for

FI~S'rA
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~

gear

.._~..-to

COMPLETE liNE Or MEN'~; 8:

WOMEN'S WESTERN WEAR!
BOOTS • MOCS • STRAW HATS
WESTERN SHIRTS • lEVl S
!LARGEST SELECTION IN THE SOUltlWEST!
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ueen Contestants Added

Faculty Decision
Places Students
· . With Committees

2 Dorms Charge··
Elections Officer
Neglected Duties

,.

. . A decision to place student repBy fl.RANT HARVEY
, · ref!entatives with voting power
Two
more Fiesta Queen candi·: · on nearly all of the faculty comdates
have
been added to the list
', 19ittees was made last night durof
11
women
already vying for
ing a meeting of the general facthe spot after a controversy in
ulty.
which dele{!'ates from Santa Ana
The proposal originated with the
and Santa Clara dorms complainCommittee on the University, said
ed they received no notice of the
former ASUNM president John
deadline for queen applications.
Thorson. It was endorsed by both
At a meeting attended by Asthe Student Affairs Committee
sociated Students President Jim c•.
and the Faculty Policy Committee.
Dines, Fiesta Elections CommitThe decision is effective immedtee Chairman Kathleen Rail, and
iately. Qualifications for the stuWomen's Residence Hall President representatives have yet to
dent Ann Lichtenberger, it was
be determined. Thorson suggested
decided that candidates from the
that a selections committee be
two dorms could run as queen
formed sometime soon to deal
candidates on a special write-in
with that problem, and said that
ballot that can be processed withhe assumed the present ASUNM
out IBM difficulty.
president, Jim Dines, would apMargaret Gates will represent
point the students next fall.
Santa
Ana and Halli Simmons
MARGARET GATES and Hallie Simmons will
the result of a controversy in which the dorm's will be sponsored by Santa Clara.
Dean Travelstead of the Col- be special write-in candidates for Fiesta Queen,
representatives charged that they were ignored Both queen candidates will be
lege of Education said that one sponsored by Santa Ana and Santa Clara resiallowed to put up posters in the
in
the notification processes earlier this month.
student will sit on each of the dence halls, respectively. The write-in status is
Union with the other candidates'.
three committees in that depart"The dorm picked up their apment.
plication bulletins but did not
"This is probably the most positurn them in on time," Miss Rail
tive thing to happen thia year,''
said. "Then they figured we
said Thorson. "Student problems,
should extend the deadline for
gripes, and proposals will now
applications just so they could
have a direct axsis to the central
get in their contestants."
power. But it's up to the students
"No one in the dorms knows
to come up with concrete proposwhat is going on there anyways,"
als."
By DAN BRUMBELOW
"I AM AFRAID of the uniform- has worked for put into action.'' she said, "there are just too many
girls.''
Bruce
King,
speaker
of
the
The following are the commitity which comes with a strong
TEN
STATES
HAVE
the
twoIn answering charges that the
tees on which one to three stu- New Mexico House of Represen- federal system and a weak state term system for governor. New
above
mentioned dorms did not
tatives
and
Democratic
candidate
dents will serve:
government," King said. "The Mexico changed from a four to
receive
notice of application Miss
for
governor,
called
for
revitalistate government must take the
Athletic Council-!
Rail said, "We put the notices in
zation of New Mexico's govern- initiative to keep this from hap- a two-year term in 1914.
Curricular Committee-2 (1 grad) ment in a speech on campus last
"A creative and vigorous lead- the dorm boxes in the Union. The
pening.''
ership
is the right road to Santa dorms were just too lazy to pick
Library Committee-S (2 grads)
night sponsored by student lobby.
In his revitalization program Fe," King said.
them up."
Speaking in the Union theater King called for a new look at the
Registration Committee-2
In a question and answer series
A thorough search of the
before
a
crowd
of
less
than
20
legislative session, the personnel
Scholarship Prizes and Loans-1
people, King called for a strong session, and the tax structure.'' following King's 30-minute pre- Union by a Lobo reporter and
Campus Planning Committee-!
federal government coupled with The key to progress is the gover- pared speech, King said he op- senator Barney Paternoster turnposed further tuition increases in ed up no mail boxes in the Union
General Honors Council-!
a strong state government struc- nor," King said.
state
universities under normal for these dorms.
ture.
United Fund Committee-!
conditions.
"I would probably look
Miss Rail went on to say, "I
KING SPOKE OF the "right
University Committee on Human
to
the
income
tax for further didn't want to let these dorms
road
to
Santa
Fe,"
demanding
a
Subjects-!
have candidates but Jim Dines
four-year term for the governor money in the future,'' he said.
KING
SAID
HE
favors
lowerEntrance and Credits Committee
felt
that to be fair to all the
instead of the current two years.
ing the voting age to 18. "Peo- dorms we should allow these girls
-2
"The two-year term simply is ple of that age know more what to run. Anyways, Dines got most
Services Committee-!
not long enough to complete the their needs and wants are today of his support from the dorms so
programs that each governor than young people did in the I guess this is part of the reaSummer Session Committee-!
initiates," King said. "It can take past," he said. King also listed son."
Graduate Committee-2 grads.
away
some of the incentive of a the drafting of 18-year-olds as a
Miss Rail said if students wish
There are only three commitgovernor when he can't be around reason for lowering the voting to vote for either one or both of
The
UNM
Office
of
the
Nationtees on which students will not
the write-in candidates, they'll
sit. These are the Faculty Policy al Student Association, which to see his ideas and the things he age.
handles
the
European
travel
and
have
to use a special ballot avail• Committee, Academic Freedom
the
student
discount
program,
is
able
at
the booths. "If students
and Tenure Committee, and the
vote for either write-in they will
Retirement and Insurance Com- now accepting applications for
committee positions for next year
not be allowed to vote for other
mittee.
in room 253 in the Union.
candidates on the ballot except
Those applying will also be
for King contestants," Miss Rail
for
the
position
of
considered
said.
Rare Performance
NSA coordinator until an election can be held next fall.
To Feature Maid
Tod Delaney, who was elected
NSA coordinator in the spring
election, is forced to resign because be is graduating in June.
Applications are also being
Beethoven's "Missa Solemnis" taken for the NSA congress to be
will be given in Popejoy Concert held August 17-26 at Kansas
The Student Publication Board
Hall at 8:15 p.m. tonight.
State University. Student Senate
announced
today that the UNM
h.as
allocated
$300.00
to
send
Subscribers to the cultural series
Juggler
will
be on sale on May
of the Concert Hall will be ad- three delegates and other stu24.
This
is
the
last issue of the
:rnitted free, and student tickets dents must pay their own way if
Juggler,
which
was
denied a subinterested
in
attending.
are 75 cents. Others will be
J
sidy
by
the
Board
last
January.
Students
who
are
to
be
involvJ
charged $1.50.
Mark Wiesen, editor of the
ed in student government and
Four 110lo vocalists will be fea- NSA especially next year will be
Juggler, says the issue will intured with the UNM Chorus and given preference. The new NSA
clude many features and articles,
orchestra for the difficult piece .
plus a Hippie primer and a Maid
coordinator will automatically atKurt Frederick, UNM music pro- tend
of May.
the Congress.
lessor, will direct.
When asked why he had inApplications for the committee
"It will not be so soon that it and the congress may be picked
cluded a Maid in this issue after
is performed again/' said Freder. up in the Activities Center (SecBRUCE KING, center, a Democratic candidate for governor of avoiding them for the last three
ick. The "Missa" is seldom per- and Floor) of the Union and may New Mexico, reviewed material for his talk last night with student issues, Wiesen said that the girl
had such appeal it was impossiformed because of technical dif- be turned in to the student gov- senator Tony Olmi, left, and student lobbyist Tom Hogg, King spokil ble to finish the magazine withernment secretary or the NSA to approximately 20 people in the Union Theater. (Lobo Photo by
fl.cultiea in presentation.
out her. Her statistics are 78/
Office.
Miloglav)
66-44·53.

King Desires Revitalization

• up to 120mpg

Contact Your Placement Office

EW

for NM Government

• hand throttle

Campus Interviews
May 16
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DOWNTOWN AlBUQUERQUE- 247-4347
FIRST & GOLD

3 DAYS ONLY- 6 PERFORMANCES
MAY 14 - 15 - 16
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MONDAY

Over Key WAC Tilts
By WAYNE CIDDIO
did the same thing when the ~o
An Albuquerque Journal story teams met in Albuquerque m
reported yesterday that a contro- April.
versy developed Saturday night
BILL CAWOOD, a reserve
during the New Mexico-Arizona catcher on the Lobo team, said
baseball game over what Lobo lte had been roughing up baseballs
coach Bob Leigh called a "bush for both teams when the Wildcats
trick" by Arizona coach Frank were in Albuquerqque. Coach
Sancet.
Leigh denied be would resort to
Sancet was reportedly provid- such a "bush trick!'
ing .his pitchers with baseballs
A Lobo outfielder, Craig Guest,
rubbed for easy handling and said be noticed a ball boy retrievgiving Lobo pitchers new, slick ing foul balls and taking them
baseballs. New baseballs are diffi- back to ihe Arizona dugout incult to pitch, and according to one stead of :returning them to the
Lobo player, cut down the effect- plate umpire.
iveness of the curve ball.
Guest said that even balls foulTHE PLAYER explained the ed off the backstop were quickly
break of a curve ball depends on retrieved and replaced with new
the amount of air resistance a baseballs out of one of the boxes
ball gets when it is released. in the dugout.
Roughed up balls get more resisIF BOTH COACHES were
tance and break more sharply guilty of this diamond sabotage
whereas slick balls get very little, at one time or another, it seems
if any, resistance.
apparent that umpires should atCoach Sancet admitted he had tempt to keep a tighter rein on
two boxes of baseballs in the dugout activities. Giving the visitArizona dugout, one with roughed ing team slick baseballs seems
up balls, and another with brand akin to making Ute bases farther
new balls. The former were used apart when the visiting team is at
when the Wildcats were in the bat.
field, the latter when New MexiThe controversy reminds one of
co was on defense.
the tactics used by Western AthSancet readily admitted he had letic Conference basketball fans
been using two sets of baseballs, to assure that the home team albut charged that Coach Leigh ways wins a conference game.
The golden rule in the WAC,
regardless of the sport, seems to
SPORTS NOTES
be, "Always tough on the road,
Old Skipper
guys."
A $100 reward will be paid by
Logan, New Mexico area busiThe Lancaster School
nessmen to anyone who brings in
the "Old Skipper." The Old SkipDistrict (Calif.)
per is described as follows: channel catfish, weight 12 pounds;
Needs Elementary
length 27~ inches; girth 161£
inches. It has a l!tllall aluminum
Teachers
ring in its lower jay. To claim
7 Kindergarten
the reward for the Old Skipper.
11
Pri!JlClry
the angler must turn him in alive,
5
Intermediate
at the Logan Park Marina at Ute
2
Hearing Handicapped
Lake.

vJ

'?:> D,

;:b ~h diose Hair to pinch
hit for Reeder but the near-hero
f the afternoon game struek out.
0
In the bottom of the sixth A!izona again made its surge scor1:ng
five runs on a combination of mfield hits and Lobo errors.
Arizona's :flame throwing leftbander Jim Provenzano followed
in ihe footsteps of Tim Plodinec
(the winner of the first game)
and Hinton as he held the Lobo
bats at bay. The squatty southpaw tired in th? ninth and was
xclieved by Plodmec.

Controversy Ensues

Teams Honored

oNAPo
<g,?'lt

NSA Is Accepting
foil Applications

Beethoven Work
Featured Tonight

Juggler Magazine
On Sale May 24 .,

,,

